**THE MARYLAND ZOO**

_Druid Hill Park_

---

**Notes:**

- **Aluminum channel frame supports post cover**
- **1/8" brake-formed aluminum pole cover**
- **8" schedule 40 steel tube directly embedded in concrete footing.**
- **1/8" fabricated aluminum sign cabinet**
- **1/8" aluminum recessed panel with FCO letters stud mounted to surface**

**Structural**

**Sign Type A1.1**

- **Aluminum channel frame supports cabinet at all joints, corners, peaks, and interfaces to maintain rigidity as required**
- **14" logo, vinyl graphic applied to first surface**
- **1/8" fabricated aluminum sign cabinet**
- **1/8" aluminum recessed panel with FCO letters stud mounted to surface**

**Paint detail on sign face**

**Concrete Footings, see detail**

---

**Baltimore City Recreation and Parks**

**Sign Type A1.1**

**Drawn By:**

SDH/KMN

**Drawing Dated:** 03/11/2011

**Revisions:**

---

**THIS DESIGN IS THE ORIGINAL WORK OF APPLE DESIGNS, INC. AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED, COPIED, OR EXHIBITED IN ANY FASHION WITHOUT WRITTEN APPROVAL BY APPLE DESIGNS, INC.**
Note:
Entire structure shall have a 2’ x 1/4” aluminum angle sub-frame / structure that will allow mechanical connection of pole covers, reveals / stand-offs, and 8” steel post to each other. Final engineering B/O.

1/8” brake-formed aluminum pole cover

1/4” fabricated aluminum reveal / stand-off

Note:
Entire structure shall have a 2’ x 1/4” aluminum angle sub-frame / structure.

1/8” fabricated aluminum sign cabinet header beyond

8” schedule 40 steel tube directly embeded in concrete footing.

1/4” fabricated aluminum reveal / stand-off

1/4” fabricated aluminum reveal / stand-off

NOTE:
Provide aluminum angle and channel frame to support cabinet at all joints, corners, peaks, and interfaces to maintain rigidity as required

1/8” fabricated aluminum sign cabinet header

1/8” aluminum recessed panel with FCO letters stud mounted to surface

1/2” CNC machined FCO letters stud-mounted to sign face

1/8” fabricated aluminum rule line

1/8” fabricated aluminum recessed panel with FCO letters stud mounted to surface

1/2” CNC machined FCO letters stud-mounted to sign face

1/8” fabricated aluminum sign cabinet footer

Note:
Entire structure shall have a 2’ x 1/4” aluminum angle sub-frame / structure.
THE MARYLAND ZOO
IN BALTIMORE

1. Ptd Finish: Gloss Black
2. Ptd Finish: Dark Green
3. Ptd Finish: Medium Green
4. Vinyl Graphics, White Reflective
5. Vinyl Graphics, Gold

Plan View: Typical
Scale: 3/8" = 1'-0" (1:32)

Front Elevation: Typical
Scale: 3/8" = 1'-0" (1:32)

SDH/KMN
03/11/2011

Drawn By:
Sign Type A1.2
Architectural

Baltimore City
Recreation and Parks

Notes:
Sign Type A1.2

Structural

NOTE:
Provide aluminum angle and channel frame to support cabinet at all joints, corners, peaks, and interfaces to maintain rigidity as required.

Aluminum angle frame supports sign cabinet.

Concrete Footings, see detail.

10" End caps:
Manufacturer Spec.:
Hoover Fence, Cast Iron
Square Post Caps

14" logo, vinyl graphic applied to first surface
10" End caps
10" Steel Square Tube Vertical Tube Supports
Vinyl graphics applied to first surface, Times Regular
3" high x 3" x 1/8" aluminum channel reveal
1/8" fabricated aluminum surround
1/8" aluminum sign face

THE MARYLAND ZOO
IN BALTIMORE

Gill Sans Regular
Times Regular

Apple Designs, Inc.

Drawn By: SDH/KMN
Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011
Revisions:
Notes:
Druid Hill Park
Swann Drive Entrance

Finish Schedule
1. Ptd Finish: Gloss Black
2. Ptd Finish: Dark Green
3. Ptd Finish: Medium Green
4. Vinyl Graphics, White Reflective
5. Vinyl Graphics, Gold

Plan View: Typical
Scale: 1/2" = 1'-0" (1:24)

1.3.7

Front Elevation: Typical
Scale: 1/2" = 1'-0" (1:24)

2.3.7

Side Elevation: Typical
Scale: 1/2" = 1'-0" (1:24)

3.3.7

Drawn By: SDHM/N
Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011
Revisions:

Notes:

Sign Type A2
Architectural

SDHM/N
03/11/2011

THIS DESIGN IS THE ORIGINAL WORK OF APPLE DESIGNS, INC. AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED, COPIED, OR EXHIBITED IN ANY FASHION WITHOUT WRITTEN APPROVAL BY APPLE DESIGNS, INC.
Baltimore City Recreation and Parks

Sign Type A2
Structural

Drawn By: SDHKMN
Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011
Revisions:

Notes:

SDH/KMN

Druid Hill Park
Swann Drive Entrance

Concrete Footings, see detail

8" End caps:
Manufacturer Spec.:
Hoover Fence, Cast Iron
Square Post Caps

8" Steel Square Tube Vertical Tube Supports
2-1/2" high x 3" x 1/8" aluminum channel reveal
1/8" fabricated aluminum surround
Vinyl graphic applied to first surface, Gill Sans Regular

NOTE:
Provide aluminum angle and channel frame to support cabinet at all joints, corners, peaks, and interfaces to maintain rigidity as required
10" logo, vinyl graphic applied to first surface
8" End caps
8" Steel Square Tube Vertical Tube Supports
Vinyl graphics applied to first surface, Minion Pro Medium
2-1/2" high x 3" x 1/8" aluminum channel reveal
1/8" fabricated aluminum surround
1/8" aluminum sign face
Vinyl graphic applied to first surface, Gill Sans Regular

Aluminum angle frame supports sign cabinet

Apple Designs, Inc.

THIS DESIGN IS THE ORIGINAL WORK OF APPLE DESIGNS, INC. AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED, COPIED, OR EXHIBITED IN ANY FASHION WITHOUT WRITTEN APPROVAL BY APPLE DESIGNS, INC.
NOTE: Provide aluminum angle and channel frame to support cabinet at all joints, corners, peaks, and interfaces to maintain rigidity as required.

8" logo, vinyl graphic applied to first surface.

8" End caps
8" Steel Square Tube Vertical Tube Supports
2" high x 3" x 1/8" aluminum channel reveal
1/8" fabricated aluminum surround
1/8" aluminum sign face

Vinyl graphic applied to first surface, Minion Pro Medium

Blank area for removable panels

Drilled and tapped threads for eyelets to be installed to fasten temporary banner in place

Concrete Footings, see detail

Open Tuesday - Sunday, 10am to 4pm

Closed

Special Event

3-1/4" tall copy to be white reflective vinyl, typ., Gill Sans Regular

Panel painted finish to be dark green, typ.
Open Tuesday - Sunday, 10am to 4pm

Closed

Special Event
Druid Hill Park
Est. 1862

Sundial Pavilion

Sign Type A4
Architectural

Drawn By: SDH/KMN
Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011
Revisions:

Notes:

Finish Schedule

1. Ptd Finish: Gloss Black
2. Ptd Finish: Dark Green
3. Ptd Finish: Medium Green
4. Vinyl Graphics, White Reflective
5. Vinyl Graphics, Gold
6. Digitally Printed Vinyl Graphics

THIS DESIGN IS THE ORIGINAL WORK OF APPLE DESIGNS, INC. AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED, COPIED, OR EXHIBITED IN ANY FASHION WITHOUT WRITTEN APPROVAL BY APPLE DESIGNS, INC.
**Plan View**

1. **Scale:** 3/4” = 1'-0" (1:16)

2. **Dimensions:**
   - 6" End caps
   - 3'-1"
   - 4'-7"
   - 2'-6"
   - 3'-2 1/2"
   - 4'-7"
   - 3'-1"
   - 4'-6-3/4"
   - 3'-5"
   - 4'-1"
   - 2'-4"

3. **Notes:**
   - **NOTE:** Provide aluminum angle and channel frame to support cabinet at all joints, corners, peaks, and interfaces to maintain rigidity as required.
   - 8" logo, vinyl graphic applied to first surface

4. **Materials:**
   - Vinyl graphics applied to first surface
   - 6" Steel Square Tube Vertical Tube Supports
   - 2" high x 2-1/2" x 1/8" aluminum channel reveal with capped ends
   - Fabricated aluminum surround
   - Aluminum angle frame supports sign cabinet
   - Concrete Footings, see detail

5. **Legend:**
   - * Manufacturer Spec.: Hoover Fence, Cast Iron Square Post Caps
   - 6" End caps

**Front Elevation:**

1. **Scale:** 3/4” = 1'-0" (1:16)

2. **Dimensions:**
   - 4'-1"
   - 3'-1"

3. **Notes:**
   - 6" End caps
   - * Manufacturer Spec.: Hoover Fence, Cast Iron Square Post Caps

**Side Elevation:**

1. **Scale:** 3/4” = 1'-0" (1:16)

2. **Dimensions:**
   - 4'-1"
   - 3'-1"

3. **Notes:**
   - 6" End caps
   - * Manufacturer Spec.: Hoover Fence, Cast Iron Square Post Caps
Baltimore City Recreation and Parks

Sign Type A5
Architectural

Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011

Notes:

THIS DESIGN IS THE ORIGINAL WORK OF APPLE DESIGNS, INC. AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED, COPIED, OR EXHIBITED IN ANY FASHION WITHOUT WRITTEN APPROVAL BY APPLE DESIGNS, INC.

Druid Hill Park
Sundial

24" X 20"
POSTED INFORMATION

Finish Schedule

1. Ptd Finish: Gloss Black
2. Ptd Finish: Dark Green
3. Ptd Finish: Medium Green
4. Vinyl Graphics, White Reflective
5. Vinyl Graphics, Gold

Drawn By: SDH/MN

Drum Finish: Gloss Black

Finish Schedule

1. Ptd Finish: Gloss Black
2. Ptd Finish: Dark Green
3. Ptd Finish: Medium Green
4. Vinyl Graphics, White Reflective
5. Vinyl Graphics, Gold

Notes:

Drawn By: SDH/MN

Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011

Revisions:

Notes:
**Sign Type A5**  
**Structural**  

**Drawn By:**  
SDH/KN  
**Drawing Dated:** 03/11/2011  
**Revisions:**  
**Notes:**

**NOTE:** Provide aluminum angle and channel frame to support cabinet at all joints, corners, peaks, and interfaces to maintain rigidity as required.

**Concrete Footings, see detail**

**6" End caps**  
* Manufacturer Spec.: Hoover Fence, Cast Iron Square Post Caps

**Druid Hill Park Sundial**  
**24" X 20"**

**Fabricated aluminum surround**  
**Vinyl graphic applied to first surface**

**6" Steel Square Tube Vertical Tube Supports**

**2" high x 2-1/2" x 1/8" aluminum channel reveal with capped ends**

**Vinyl graphic applied to first surface**

**Aluminum angle frame supports sign cabinet**

**6' 10-3/4"**

**2'-4"**

**4'-7"**

**3'-2 1/2"**

**2'-6"**

**3'-1"**

**4'-1"**
Baltimore City Recreation and Parks

Sign Type A5
Graphic Layout

Graphic Layout: Typical
Scale: 1" = 1'-0" (1:12)

Graphic Layout: Alternate
Scale: 1" = 1'-0" (1:12)

Drawn By: SDH/KMN
Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011
Revisions:

Notes:
3" grid beyond provided to aid in sign layout
Druid Hill Park
Rogers Mansion
Est. 1888

Plan View: Typical
Scale: 1/2" = 1'-0" (1:24)

Finish Schedule
1. Ptd Finish: Gloss Black
2. Ptd Finish: Dark Green
3. Ptd Finish: Medium Green
4. Vinyl Graphics, White Reflective
5. Vinyl Graphics, Gold

Front Elevation: Typical
Scale: 1/2" = 1'-0" (1:24)

Sign Type A6
Architectural

Baltimore City
Recreation and Parks

Drawn By: SDH/KMN
Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011
Revisions:

Notes:

THIS DESIGN IS THE ORIGINAL WORK OF APPLE DESIGNS, INC. AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED, COPIED, OR EXHIBITED IN ANY FASHION WITHOUT WRITTEN APPROVAL BY APPLE DESIGNS, INC.
Druid Hill Park
Rogers Mansion
Est. 1888

NOTE:
Provide aluminum angle and channel frame to support cabinet at all joints, corners, peaks, and interfaces to maintain rigidity as required.

8" logo, vinyl graphic applied to first surface

8" End caps
8" Steel Square Tube Vertical Tube Supports
2" high x 3" x 1/8" aluminum channel reveal
1/8" fabricated aluminum surround
1/8" aluminum sign face

Vinyl graphic applied to first surface

Concrete Footings, see detail

8" End caps:
Manufacturer Spec.:
Hoover Fence, Cast Iron
Square Post Caps
Baltimore City
Recreation and Parks

Sign Type A6
Graphic Layout

Drawn By: SDHN/MN
Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011
Revisions:
Notes:
3" grid beyond provided to aid in sign layout

THIS DESIGN IS THE ORIGINAL WORK OF APPLE DESIGNS, INC. AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED, COPIED, OR EXHIBITED IN ANY FASHION WITHOUT WRITTEN APPROVAL BY APPLE DESIGNS, INC.
Pho Finish: Black
2. Ptd Finish: Dark Green
3. Ptd Finish: Medium Green
4. Vinyl Graphics, White Reflective
5. Vinyl Graphics, Gold

Druid Hill Park
Ball Field

Digitally Printed Graphics TBD

Notes:
- Alcohol is prohibited
- All pets must be on a leash
- Weapons are prohibited
- Discard waste in supplied containers
- Biking is allowed in designated areas

Drawn By: SDH/KMN
Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011
Revisions:

THIS DESIGN IS THE ORIGINAL WORK OF APPLE DESIGNS, INC. AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED, COPED, OR EXHIBITED IN ANY FASHION WITHOUT WRITTEN APPROVAL BY APPLE DESIGNS, INC.
Druid Hill Park

Ball Field

20" X 20"
POSTED INFORMATION

Digitally produced graphics applied to Display Panel

Concrete Footings, depth of footing to be verified with Uniform Code of Building Standards.

NOTE:
Provide aluminum angle and channel frame to support cabinet at all joints, corners, peaks, and interfaces to maintain rigidity as required

4.5" logo, vinyl graphic applied to first surface

4" Square Wooden posts

Aluminum Channel Reveal w/ capped ends

Display Panel Surround

Display Panel

Vinyl Graphics

NOTE TYPE A7 Structural

Drawn By: SDHKMN

Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011

Revisions:

Notes:
Ball Field

20" X 20"
POSTED IN FORMATION

Tennis Courts

20" X 20"
POSTED IN FORMATION

Typical Layout
Scale: 1" = 1'-0" (1:12)

Alternate Layout
Scale: 1" = 1'-0" (1:12)

Druid Hill Park

Ball Field

Tennis Courts

3" grid beyond provided to aid in sign layout.

Notes:

THIS DESIGN IS THE ORIGINAL WORK OF APPLE DESIGNS, INC. AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED, COPIED, OR EXHIBITED IN ANY FASHION WITHOUT WRITTEN APPROVAL BY APPLE DESIGNS, INC.
Finish Schedule

1. Ptd Finish: Dark Green
2. Ptd Finish: Medium Green
3. Vinyl Graphics, White Reflective
4. Vinyl Graphics, Gold

Sign Type B1
Architectural

Drawn By: SDH/KMN
Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011
Revisions:

Notes:
Sign Type B1
Structural

SDHKMN
03/11/2011

0.26

1
Plan View
Scale: 3/4" = 1'-0" (1:16)

2
Front Elevation: Typical
Scale: 3/4" = 1'-0" (1:16)

3
Side Elevation: Typical
Scale: 3/4" = 1'-0" (1:16)

4
Detail: Typical Section
Scale: Half (1:2)

Existing masonry block
Framed sign face, 1/8" aluminum sheet
Header panel/surround, 1/8" aluminum sheet chemically fastened to framed sign face
Masonry grout (do not place sign where studs will enter grout lines)
Sign mounted to existing wall with 1/4-20 x 3" studs mounted into silicone-filled holes
1/2" contour-cut reveal

Surface applied vinyl graphics
Wall surface beyond
1/4-20 x 3" stud location for installation
Surface applied vinyl graphics
1/8" aluminum sheet surround w/ graphic header
1/8" aluminum sheet sign panel beyond
Surface applied vinyl graphics

Minion Pro Medium
Gill Sans Regular

The City of Baltimore Park Bureau Building
Recreation and Parks Department
Administrative Drive
(address)

Minion Pro Medium

Apple Designs, Inc.

THIS DESIGN IS THE ORIGINAL WORK OF APPLE DESIGNS, INC. AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED, COPIED, OR EXHIBITED IN ANY FASHION WITHOUT WRITTEN APPROVAL BY APPLE DESIGNS, INC.
Liberty Pavilion

Finish Schedule

1. Ptd Finish: Dark Green
2. Ptd Finish: Medium Green
3. Vinyl Graphics, White Reflective

Sign Type B2
Architectural / Structural

Drawn By: SDHKMN
Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011
Revisions:

Notes:

Structure beyond

2" x 1" x 1/8" aluminum channel
continuous frame / reveal

Mechanical fastener

1/8" aluminum sheet stock

CS screw

Brake-formed 1/8" aluminum
channel with 1" & 2" legs,
fabricate into continuous frame

Liberty Pavilion

THIS DESIGN IS THE ORIGINAL WORK
OF APPLE DESIGNS, INC. AND MAY NOT
BE REPRODUCED, COPIED, OR
EXHIBITED IN ANY FASHION WITHOUT
WRITTEN APPROVAL BY APPLE DESIGNS, INC.
Finish Schedule

1. Ptd Finish: Gloss Black
2. Ptd Finish: Dark Green
3. Ptd Finish: Medium Green
4. Vinyl Graphics, White Reflective
5. Vinyl Graphics, White Reflective

Front Elevation: Typical
Scale: 1" = 1'-0" (1:12)

Side Elevation: Typical
Scale: 1" = 1'-0" (1:12)
Finish Schedule

1. Ptd Finish: Dark Green
2. Ptd Finish: Medium Green
3. Vinyl Graphics, White Reflective
4. Vinyl Graphics, Gold

Per Installation Guidelines
See Section 2.2, page 1 of 1

Detail: Typical Section
Scale: Half (1:2)

1/8" aluminum sheet
Clip system to allow mounting on existing fences
1/4-20 mounting stud
Galvanized fastener with polyurethane self-locking mechanism

Notes:

Fastener location
1/8" aluminum sheet
Gill Sans Regular
Times Roman

Drawn By: SDHKMN
Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011
Revisions:
**Sign Type B4**

**Structural / Graphic**

- **Drawn By:** SDHMN
- **Drawing Dated:** 03/11/2011
- **Revisions:**
- **Notes:**

**Typical Graphic Layout**

- Scale: 3/4" = 1'-0" (1:16)
- Gill Sans Regular
- Times Roman
- 3" grid beyond provided to aid in sign layout

**Alternate Graphic Layout**

- Scale: 3/4" = 1'-0" (1:16)
- Gill Sans Regular
- 3" grid beyond provided to aid in sign layout
Sign Type C1
Architectural

Druid Hill Park

Ball Field 2
Columbus Pavilion
Rogers Mansion
Zoo Administration

Pavilions & Groves
Pool
Ball Field 3 - 4
Tennis Courts
Soccer Field
Basketball Court
Volley Ball
NOTE:
Provide aluminum angle and channel frame to support cabinet at all joints, corners, peaks, and interfaces to maintain rigidity as required.

6" logo, vinyl graphic applied to first surface
6" End caps
6" Steel Square Tube Vertical Tube Supports
Vinyl graphics applied to first surface
2" high x 3" x 1/8" aluminum channel reveal
1/8" fabricated aluminum surround
1/8" aluminum sign face
Vinyl graphic applied to first surface
Vinyl graphic applied to first surface
Concrete footing, see detail
Druid Hill Park

Front Elevation: Typical
Scale: 1/2" = 1'-0" (1:24)

1
3.35

Front Elevation: Typical
3" grid beyond provided to aid in sign layout

Scale: 1/2" = 1'-0" (1:24)

1
3.35

Front Elevation: Alternate
3" grid beyond provided to aid in sign layout

Scale: 1/2" = 1'-0" (1:24)

2
3.35

Baltimore City Recreation and Parks

Sign Type C1
Graphic Layout

Drawn By: SDHKMN
Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011
Revisions:

Notes:

Apple Designs, Inc.

THIS DESIGN IS THE ORIGINAL WORK OF APPLE DESIGNS, INC. AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED, COPIED, OR EXHIBITED IN ANY FASHION WITHOUT WRITTEN APPROVAL BY APPLE DESIGNS, INC.

3.35
NOTE:
Provide aluminum angle and channel frame to support cabinet at all joints, corners, peaks, and interfaces to maintain rigidity as required.

6" logo, vinyl graphic applied to first surface
6" End caps
6" Steel Square Tube Vertical Tube Supports
Vinyl graphics applied to first surface
2" high x 3" x 1/8" aluminum channel reveal
1/8" fabricated aluminum surround
1/8" aluminum sign face
Vinyl graphic applied to first surface

Concrete footing, see detail

6" End caps:
Manufacturer Spec.: Hoover Fence, Cast Iron Square Post Caps

SDH/KMN
03/11/2011

THIS DESIGN IS THE ORIGINAL WORK OF APPLE DESIGNS, INC. AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED, COPIED, OR EXHIBITED IN ANY FASHION WITHOUT WRITTEN APPROVAL BY APPLE DESIGNS, INC.
Sign Type C2
Graphic Layout

3.38

Baltimore City Recreation and Parks

Minion Pro Medium
Gill Sans Regular

Druid Hill Park
Bill Field 2
Columbus Pavilion
Rogers Mansion
Zoo Administration

Pavilions & Groves
Pool
Bill Field 3 & 4
Tennis Courts

Minion Pro Medium
Gill Sans Regular

Druid Hill Park
Bill Field 5
Disc Golf & Three Sisters Pond
Turnings & Greenspring Avenue

Druid Hill Park
Three Sisters Pond
Disc Golf

3.38

3.38

3.38

3.38

Drawn By: SDH/KMN
Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011
Revisions:

Notes:

THIS DESIGN IS THE ORIGINAL WORK OF APPLE DESIGNS, INC. AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED, COPIED, OR EXHIBITED IN ANY FASHION WITHOUT WRITTEN APPROVAL BY APPLE DESIGNS, INC.
Druid Hill Park
DIRECTORY

MAP

LEGEND

Digitally printed graphic beyond

Finish Schedule

1. Ptd Finish: Gloss Black
2. Ptd Finish: Dark Green
3. Ptd Finish: Medium Green
4. Vinyl Graphics, White Reflective

Baltimore City Recreation and Parks

Sign Type E1
Structural / Graphic

Drawn By: SDH/KMN
Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011
Revisions:

Notes:

THIS DESIGN IS THE ORIGINAL WORK OF APPLE DESIGNS, INC. AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED, COPIED, OR EXHIBITED IN ANY FASHION WITHOUT WRITTEN APPROVAL BY APPLE DESIGNS, INC.
NOTE:
Provide aluminum angle and channel frame to support cabinet at all joints, corners, peaks, and interfaces to maintain rigidity as required.

8" logo, vinyl graphic applied to first surface

6" End caps

Minion Pro Medium

6" Steel Square Tube Vertical Tube Supports
Vinyl graphics applied to first surface
2" high x 3" x 1/8" aluminum channel reveal
1/8" fabricated aluminum surround
1/8" aluminum inner frame

Digitally printed mapping system

Concrete footing, see detail
Front Elevation: Typical
Scale: 3/4" = 1'-0" (1:16)

Druid Hill Park
DIRECTORY

Minion Pro Medium

Drawn By: SDH/KMN
Drawing Dated: 03/11/2011

Sign Type E1
Graphic layouts

Notes:
Plan View: Typical
Scale: 3/4" = 1'-0" (1:16)

Finish Schedule
1. Ptd Finish: Gloss Black
2. Ptd Finish: Dark Green
3. Ptd Finish: Medium Green
4. Vinyl Graphics, White Reflective

Digitally printed graphic beyond

Notes:
NOTE: Provide aluminum angle and channel frame to support cabinet at all joints, corners, peaks, and interfaces to maintain rigidity as required.

1/8" aluminum recessed surface
3/16" lexan lens, digitally printed graphics beyond

Detachable from backer panel for service
Steel backer and gusset assembly
Steel gusset

6" schedule 40 steel tube vert. support

6" schedule 40 steel tube vert. support
1/2" steel gusset

6" schedule 40 steel tube vert. support
1/8" aluminum cabinet

8" logo, vinyl graphic applied to first surface

Minion Pro Medium

1/8" aluminum cabinet

3/16" lexan lens, digitally printed graphics beyond

6" schedule 40 steel tube vert. support

1/8" aluminum cabinet

Steel gusset assembly

6" schedule 40 steel tube vert. support

Steel gusset